DC protection of a multi-terminal HVDC network featuring offshore wind farms
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Abstract

A protection scheme for DC faults has been designed for a multi-terminal HVDC network used to transfer energy from three large offshore wind farms to shore. The system uses open access models created in the EU-funded BEST-PATHS project, including a manufacturer-supplied wind farm model. Tripping conditions for the DC circuit breakers are found through simulation, along with current limiting inductor sizes, based on the use of a hybrid circuit breaker. Simulations of faults in the HVDC network show the ability of the protection scheme to isolate the fault, and the converter stations and wind turbines are able to ride-through the fault without tripping based on the 5ms switching time of the circuit breakers. Longer switching times will cause significant rises in the offshore grid frequency, which could cause the turbines to trip.
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1. Introduction

In Europe wind energy, particularly generated offshore, is set to become an increasing part of the generation mix, due to the need to reduce carbon dioxide emissions and achieve security of supply. Significant investment in transmission infrastructure will be required to transmit the power to where it is required, as well as to transfer power around the continent to balance intermittent sources like wind and solar. It has been recognized that a business as usual approach will not be able to achieve the required interconnection at reasonable cost[1,2].

Most current offshore wind farms, of small size and close to shore, use high voltage AC transmission (HVAC) but increasing numbers are being planned with large capacities and located a significant distance from shore, making high
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voltage DC (HVDC) transmission the most cost effective option. HVDC is also used for interconnection of unsynchronised grids, e.g. between the UK and European grids, and long undersea interconnections. These systems will use the newer voltage-source converter-based (VSC) HVDC, which allows a converter station sufficiently small to be located on an offshore platform and able to operate without a strong grid reference[3,4]. Multi-terminal HVDC (MTDC) has also been proposed as a way to reduce costs[5]. For instance, the point-point links in Fig. 1a could be replaced with the multi-terminal arrangement in Fig. 1, reducing the cable length and number of converter stations.

A significant issue relating to the use of HVDC in the connection of wind farms and in MTDC is a lack of experience in the industry with VSC-HVDC, particularly when used with offshore wind, although there have been many academic studies of this arrangement. Moreover, significant problems have been reported with the German BorWin1 HVDC link, which connects the BARD Offshore 1 windfarm to shore, including harmonic problems in the offshore grid potentially due to interactions between the converter station and wind turbines, and frequent outages, leading to significant compensation claims against the link operator[6,7]. Because of these issues other wind farm developers have been reluctant to invest in HVDC technologies, particularly MTDC.

The EU FP7 project BEST-PATHS was set up to reduce the technical barriers to the integration of large amounts of renewable energy production within Europe, and the consortium consists of transmission system operators, equipment vendors, and research organisations. Within the consortium, the Demo 1 partners have developed an open access MATLAB/Simulink toolbox for study of the integration of offshore wind farms using MTDC grids, including generic models of VSC stations based on modular multilevel converters (MMCs), frequency dependent DC cable models, high level controllers, and an aggregated wind farm model based on a real wind turbine design[8]. It is hoped that this toolbox will allow greater study of the interactions between offshore wind and HVDC systems, and with the AC grid, thereby reducing the risks in deploying such a system.

This paper presents work carried out DC protection of a multi-terminal HVDC network used to transmit offshore wind power to shore, carried out using the BEST-PATHS toolbox. This study differs from most others in that it includes multiple GW-sized wind farms connected to a multi-terminal link, an arrangement which could be used with some of the larger UK and German projects. Furthermore, this study uses a wind farm model based on a real turbine design, which is also significant as there are many conditions which could cause a real wind turbine to disconnect which may not be considered in a generic wind turbine model.

2. MTDC Network Configuration

The MTDC network used in this study is shown in Fig. 2, and is based on a proposal for the connection of a large UK Round 3 offshore wind farm. The wind farm is divided into three 1GW blocks, connected to shore with HVDC links operating at ±320kV using 100km long XLPE cables. The offshore converter stations are then linked on the DC side using shorter cables. Each wind farm block has a single converter station, but uses four collector platforms, connected using 220kV AC cables, with a wind turbine collection network voltage of 33kV. For simplicity, each wind farm block is aggregated to a single wind turbine, lumped collection network cable capacitance, step-up transformer and 220kV cable. The HVDC converters are all of the half-bridge MMC type, with 320 modules per arm, rated at
1GW. The 100km DC cables use a frequency-dependent travelling wave model, while the 5km DC and 10km AC cables use a pi-section model. The transformers used have a leakage reactance of 0.1pu, and the onshore grid has a short circuit ratio of 15. A more detailed description of the models used is provided elsewhere [8], and the toolbox can be freely downloaded from the BEST-PATHS website.

3. Design of the DC protection scheme

DC cable fault protection is achieved using DC circuit breakers at the ends of each cable, as shown in Fig. 2, along with inductors to aid fault discrimination and limit the fault current. A requirement placed on the DC protection scheme was that it must be able to isolate a fault within 6ms of the fault occurrence, and this requires the use of either hybrid or full semiconductor circuit breakers. The latter was rejected due to high losses, so a hybrid circuit breaker, of the type developed by ABB, was chosen, which is claimed to be able to isolate the circuit within 5ms, with a maximum breaking current of 10kA[9]. In normal use, current is conducted through a mechanical isolator and a low voltage semiconductor-based load commutation switch. In operation, the load commutation switch opens to divert the current through a semiconductor circuit breaker, the fast mechanical isolator then opens and finally the semiconductor circuit breaker opens, with the fault energy absorbed by metal oxide varistors. This circuit breaker design was modelled in Simulink, with the commutation of the current through the semiconductor breaker assumed to be instantaneous and the opening time of the fast isolator assumed to be 5ms. In addition to the circuit breakers, the converter stations will change to a blocking state if the DC current exceeds 4000A in order to protect the main switching devices, with current carried by the parallel diodes. The converter stations will de-block once the DC voltage has recovered above 500kV.

Research suggests that the derivative of DC current or voltage can be used to detect and locate a DC cable fault, with a low computational burden[10], so these methods are considered in this study. Therefore, the first task is to analyse the DC fault currents and voltages for a number of different fault locations, types and resistances to determine thresholds to trigger each circuit breaker. Following that, the size of the DC inductors must be set such that the fault current does not exceed the breaking capacity of the circuit breaker. Finally, the initial tests must be re-run in order to verify the tripping thresholds still apply with the revised inductances.

3.1. Circuit breaker trip threshold analysis

Simulations were carried out at multiple fault locations, with faults at either ends of the cables, and with fault resistances from 0.001-10Ω, with both pole-ground and pole-pole faults considered. DC current and voltage at the circuit breaker positions were sampled at a rate of 10kHz, and the derivatives calculated. In these tests the current limiting inductors were set to 10mH.

For each circuit breaker location, DC current and voltage are plotted as well as their derivatives, with plots from all simulations overlaid on one graph. Plots are coloured to reflect whether or not the fault is in a cable adjacent to the
circuit breaker, determining whether the circuit breaker must trip. Representative results for one circuit breaker are shown in Fig. 3a, for pole-pole faults and showing only the positive pole. From these results, the peak current and voltage derivatives can be calculated, and these are shown for symmetrical faults in Fig. 3b. Also included are the peak current and voltage derivatives during AC grid faults in various locations, as these must not trigger the DC protection. From these results it appears that the voltage derivative gives the best detection margin, and in this case a threshold of -1.5GV/s is suitable. For pole-ground faults, the peak voltage and current derivatives on the faulted pole are similar, so the same threshold can be used – as the system is a symmetric monopole it cannot operate with one faulted pole, so a fault detection will cause both the positive and negative circuit breakers to trip.

3.2. Current limiting inductor size

Simulations were repeated with the fault resistance set at 0.001Ω, and this time with the current limiting inductance varied as well as the fault location. For each circuit breaker the fault conditions for which the circuit breaker would have to trip were selected and applied to time domain simulations using the previously-calculated voltage derivative.
thresholds to identify breaker trip time. Representative results for one circuit breaker are shown in Fig. 4, with zero time corresponding to the tripping instant for all curves. In the case illustrated it can be seen that a 50mH inductance may maintain the breaking current below 10kA for a 5ms breaking time. Similar studies over the whole network indicated a minimum inductance of 100mH to be required.

4. DC protection results and wind farm behavior

The response to a fault on the 100km DC cable close to WFC #3 is shown in Fig. 5 for pole-pole and pole-ground faults. As expected, the largest disturbances occur around GSC #3 and WFC #3, which are directly connected to the faulted cable, with the current limiting inductors ensuring that only GSC #3 sees sufficient overcurrent to block, with WFC #3 current limited by the offshore transformer reactances. The pole-ground fault leads to a greatly reduced overcurrent but significant over-voltages – the star points of the converter transformers are connected to ground with a high impedance to allow for over-modulation, but this prevents the converter limiting the overvoltage.

During a significant dip in the HVDC voltage, the wind farm HVDC converters will be unable to regulate the offshore voltage, whether blocked or not, and the turbines will effectively be islanded for the duration of the fault. The response of wind farm #3 is shown in Fig. 6a. The wind farm is unable to export real power, causing the turbine

---

**Fig. 5** Response to a DC cable fault, a) symmetrical fault, b) asymmetrical fault.

**Fig. 6** Offshore grid behaviour during DC faults. a) 5ms breaking time, b) 20ms breaking time.
PLL frequency to increase, but this only lasts until the fault is cleared after 5ms, at which point the offshore terminal restores control and the turbine re-synchronises to the 50Hz reference, with some voltage distortion due to excitation of resonant frequencies in the offshore AC grid. The response if the circuit breakers do not operate is shown in Fig. 6b, in which the DC voltage collapses at all terminals, and the offshore network frequencies increase rapidly. Requirements for operating at high frequencies depend on the grid code, for instance the GB grid code allows but does not require disconnection if the frequency exceeds 52Hz, while the E.On offshore grid code requires disconnection above 53.5Hz after a delay of 300ms. In this case the turbines are set to operate under the GB grid code, and will disconnect at 53Hz after a 500ms delay [11]. The reactive power supplied by the turbines is able to maintain the offshore grid voltage, but the turbines eventually disconnect around 140ms after the fault due to grid undervoltage—measurements of grid voltage are based on a fundamental frequency of 50Hz in accordance with IEC61400, and the increased frequency leads to an incorrect measurement.

5. Conclusion

A DC protection system based on hybrid circuit breakers has been devised and simulated for a multi-terminal HVDC network for connecting large offshore wind farms to shore. Behavior of the wind turbines and offshore grid have been modelled based on a manufacturer-supplied wind farm model, and the wind farm shown to be capable of riding through a HVDC fault based on a circuit breaker switching time of 5ms. Longer fault times may from alternative protection schemes employing slower circuit breakers or de-energisation of the DC grid[12,13]. These will cause a significant rise in the offshore grid frequency, at a rate determined by the turbine PLL settings, and will eventually cause the turbine to disconnect through various mechanisms. Behavior in this islanded condition is generally not defined by the grid codes, and while this turbine could handle a DC fault of over 100ms, such operation is not guaranteed for all models of turbine.
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